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"A compelling vision for application architecture, combined with precise instructions for implementing that vision. It is certain to raise the bar for the application development community."
     –David A. Taylor, Author of  Business Engineering with Object Technology
When David Taylor introduced the concept of Convergent Engineering in 1995, there was no telling how far this innovative approach would go. With this book, Richard Hubert follows up on Taylor’s vision by providing a comprehensive guide to modern architectural style and its implementation using Model Driven Architecture (MDA).      

You’ll discover the value IT architectural style brings to development projects and you’ll learn how Convergent Architecture (CA) leverages MDA to resolve many of today’s complex IT-related problems at the source.     

This step-by-step guide walks you through the process of designing and implementing both corporate architectural styles and integrated software systems using the CA/MDA approach. The concepts, techniques, and tools in this book have been tried and tested in practice and are the result of hands-on experience in diverse environments. You’ll discover how CA optimizes UML, the Rational Unified Process, and J2EE/EJB to achieve new levels of lasting architectural integrity.      

In addition, this informative book shows:     

	How to build corporate architectures using the latest technologies, like EJB and XML, and design standards and tools, such as UML, Rational Rose, and ArcStyler
	How the integrated architectural tool suite, known as an Architectural IDE, supports Model Driven Architecture standards
	Each step of the model-driven development process from the initial business design to the generation, deployment, and test of complete J2EE/EJB infrastructures.


The companion Web site includes hands-on tutorials using J2EE/EJB links to related sites, and updates to the Convergent Architecture and its tool environment.

       About the Author
   RICHARD HUBERT is an accomplished software architect who has won numerous international awards for large-scale software systems and architectural tools. As founding director of Interactive Objects Software GmbH (iO), he leads a large team of professional architects who apply Convergent Architecture across diverse industry segments.  In 2000, iO introduced its Architectural IDE for MDA, ArcStyler. The author is also an active contributor to the OMG’s MDA standardization effort.       
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Isomorphic Go: Learn how to build modern isomorphic web applications using the Go programming language, GopherJS, and the Isomorphic Go toolkitPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Learning about isomorphic development in Go leads to a unified view of web and back-end development: It extends the remit of a server-side programming language to the browser.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to build Isomorphic Go web applications
	
			Neatly organize your isomorphic...
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Selective Sentinel Lymphadenectomy for Human Solid Cancer (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2005

	Lymph node (LN) status is the most important prognostic indicator for the

	clinical outcome of patients in human solid cancer. Recent developments in

	sentinel lymph node (SLN) concept and technology have resulted in the

	application of this revolutionary approach to determine if cancer has

	metastasized to the regional nodal basin....
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PCI-X System ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000

	The PCI-X bus will start appearing in advanced PCs within months, delivering breakthrough performance, transfer rates of up to 1.06 Gb/sec, and backward compatibility with the PCI standard. Now, there's a comprehensive guide to PCI-X, covering everything engineers and developers need to create robust, reliable PCI-X boards and software....
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Stargazing Basics: Getting Started in Recreational AstronomyCambridge University Press, 2008

	How do I get started in Astronomy? Should I buy binoculars or a telescope? What can I expect to see? This wonderful informal guide has all the answers for an absolute beginner to get started observing the night sky. It begins with advice on how to choose appropriate and affordable equipment and accessories, and covers basic stargazing...
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The VueScan Bible: Everything You Need to Know for Perfect Scanning (English and English Edition)Rocky Nook, 2011

	
		VueScan is the world's most widely used software interface for digitizing film and prints on flatbed and film scanners. This powerful yet affordable program supports over 1500 scanners and 321 digital camera RAW file types, and is available for Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux.
		
		Much more than a simple scanner program, VueScan...
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Preparing for DB2 Near-realtime Business IntelligenceIBM Press, 2004
In this IBM Redbook we discuss primary processes and various alternatives that prepare you in implementing a DB2 near-realtime business intelligence environment. We discuss architectural alternatives and include overviews of software products that you can use in an implementation. As a primary focus, we tested the capabilities for supporting...
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